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Monjoronson: In the midst of drastic measures that you are taking to control this pandemic, let us provide
you with a broader picture. As many of you find yourself in uncharted territory whether it be from loss of family,
friends or finance… Whether it be from routines and careers that are disrupted or unexpected isolation from loved
ones… Whether it be from a significant change in how you see your future… Know that all change holds the
potential for renewal.
It is true, you are entering an era where things will not be the same. Your planet after much stress, has ground
many of her inhabitants to a temporary halt. Most living things will feel this and some will eventually adapt. You
are seeing now how you are truly connected to all that surrounds you. You are seeing how, the most insignificantly
appearing microbe can create massive chaos. You are feeling the vulnerability of life spinning out of control. However, as we gaze upon this current wave of disruption, we with a broader view, see the potential for healing, the
potential for giving, the potential for more balance in a world that has been whirling toward its own destruction.
For some, this will mean a life change that you may wonder if you will ever recover from, while others will appear
to rise from this occasion with barely a scratch. And for all, we are here to comfort you. Know though, that many
will begin to understand that there is no turning back. Many will wonder what this means for their future. Many
will at some moment wonder what will come next. Know also, that many will grow in some way from this crisis.
We ask that you choose to stay positive. We ask that you choose to look for ways to help others. We ask that you
choose to take advantage of these chaotic moments, to calm your minds, to respond to unexpected opportunities,
to see how you may adjust your thinking and your lifestyle toward more sustainable practices. And in addition, we
ask that you look around and take note of the beauty that surrounds you, on a planet that is struggling to maintain stasis and stability, and yet, even now, quivers with the waves of renewal.
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